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1

Participantswho confronted a collaborative compared to a controlling

bargainer more often reached an agreement.,felt more accepted, perceived a

more cooperative relationship, and were moie attracted to the other bargaine r.

Participants whose group member indicated that they Were equally as effecti4
.

rat4ii than less effective%or more effective than the controlling bargainer

more often reached an agreement Results were interpreted as suggesting that

persons,resistAontiol influence attempts as a way of asserting that they are

41 independent, 4pable persons and that petsons aril more motivated to appear
>

'superiersir to avoid apptaring inferior when their relationship is cbmpetitive

rather than cooperative.

4
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Control Straregies'and Social Face in Confjict

.1
ti

; ..:

For many educftors, maintaining discipline and control are central to
.

effective schooling. Indeed, observers (e.g., Waller, 1932; Willower & .

Jones, 1961havecommented that educators are preoccupied, even obsessed,

with the control of students. Educators have been found to become more

committed to control with experience,, perhaps because the adoption of

control attitudes is a prerequisite for peer acceptance (Hoy, 1968; 19691.

While this control orientation has been documented; its consequences on school

life have not been clarified. This value on control may directly affect how

administrators, teachers, and students resolvi their differences. Thts study

explores the effectsof_oontr011ing inflUerice attempts. on social face and

cOnstructivi conflict resolutiOn. In addition, this study investigates the
.

role of social face in how persons .respond to evaluations by'their peers.

This control orientation may.predispose educators and students fo try to

resolve their conflicts by attemptingo control each other. Several theoretical

sanalyses suggest that targets who believe that the other negotiator intends to.

control them resist being infliithted. Deutdch (1973) argued that controlling

strategies (e.g., threat) often escalate conflicts in that- they affront the

social face of the target. Persons typically vane to maintain social face

in that they wish to appear strong and 44pable to others. A coatolling.
Strategy can challenge tie 'success of these efforts to maintain face attruted

to it.. It is likely that "tough" strategies like threats convey different

Intentions depending upon the conditions under which they are made (Pruitt &

1977). One purposeof this study is to suggest that the intention

the target attributes torthe other bargainer affects substantially-how he
4 .

responds to the Oher's strategy. In particular, Ole extent to which a target

4
4
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believes that the other intends to Control hint- whether this intention is

conveyed'by a threat or some other "tough" bargaining' strategy - -is expected

to affect his willingness to being influenced.

The targets of thee strategies feel that to yield to intimidation is

to confirm that they are dependent, weak-,persdns. Consequently, they defy

the other's demands to demonstrate that they are not the kind of persons who

can be controlled, even though defiance may cost them tangible outcomes

(Tjosvold, 1974). Reactance, theory (Brehm, 1966) has similar impli6ations.

Strategies that convey an intent to control may be experienced as jeopardizing 1

the target's freedom to decide whether to comply and thus provoke the target

to defy -the other's demands as a way of asserting this freedom. Strategies

that indicate the influencer intends to collaborate by'recoinizing that the

target and influencer should jointly make decisions may not create resistance

to tieing ilifluenc'ed.

In addition to affecting how they respond to controlling strategies,4he4

efforts of negotitors to present a face of strength and campe nce may'effect

4

'how they react to thei r group's evaluation of their negotiat ng performance.

. ,

Bargainers whose audience indicated that they had lost fa 'e by appearing

ineffective were found to retaliate against the other b rgainer, perhaps as

a way o trying toappelr strong and capable (Brown, 96S). Evidence suggelts.
)

that balgainers AO are told by the other negotiat that they appear ineffective

resist reaching an agreement because they fear .- ing concessions would Confirm.

that t ey are weak persons (Tjosvold,, 974). 4ever,,an sairistion that tiie

t:

reprefsentative has appeared very str ng and =pable may also create resistance.

Reproesentaiivus-whose group indica ed that hey appeared very strong and

capable were found to resist rea' ing an greement, perhaps because they did

S
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not wish to tarnish this

These studies when taken

their group member vies
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image by making concessions (TjosvOld, in press).

together suggest Tt.representatIves who believe

them as less effective than the other bargainer may

refuse to make concessions in order to regain a measure of social face whereas-

representatives who bell ve their group member views them as more effective

than the other bargainer may refuse to make concessions in order to maintain a

superior -image.

Resistance tb compromising.due to the group's comparative evaluation may,

,.

'however, be miUgated when the other bargainer has a collaborativestance/
. ';,....,

a -
. t

Because the representatives Believe
.

their relationship with the collaborative

bargainer is, largely cooperative, they may be less interested in their Standing

relative to the other bargainer. Argyris (1970) has proposed that the value of

-tJ omparative and evaluative feedback is rooted in closed, competitive social

milieus. Persons in competition are worried about their reli.tiveerformance:
- .

avoid.They wish to "win" by performing more effect vely ittan others and to

"losing" by performihg less effectively. In cooperative relationships,\Persons.
may be less motivated to appear superior (as a sign of Winning) or to avoid

appearing inferior (as a sign of losing).' Bargainers who have developed a

co

cooperative relationship may not be enticed by their group's superiority

or inferiority feedback away from reaChinean agreement that increases their

group's tangible outcomes. The second hypothesis is that representatives
r

.teach an agreement. when their group member, believes they are performingrually

as effectivp, rather than more or less effective than the otter bargainer,
.

.

o.
when this bargainer has.indicated an intention to control them.--Whep the

.

-

other bargainer has indicated Vcollaborative intention, the group member's

evaluation doei not affeet-the representatives' willingness to reach an
'.

iagreement.

6
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Subjects and Design
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Ninety male and female volunteers were recruited from an undergraduate

course at The Pennsylvania State 1niversity and were randomly asslined_t4 six

conditions. The overall design of the study implied a 2 x PTactorfal analysis

of variLce. The group's evaluation of the reprerntative's'relative effective-
--

ness more effective, equally as effect/km, or lesseffective) was orthogonally

croilid with the ¶ntentions of the other representative (control or

form six treatment conditions.

Procedure'

The experimental session had a planning stage (phase 1) and a negotiation

.....frtite (phase 2). The purposes of phase I were (a) to infoA the participant

of the bargaining situation,,(b) to gain his commitment to Ais group's

position, and (c) to give the participant an individualistic orientation to

the negotiations. In order to accomplish these purposes, two groups, each

consisting of a participant and a confed4rate (posing as.a participant) were
ow.

placed in separate rooms. Each dyad was told t.04f it representl the mRnage-
.

ment of the Packrite Company and that the other group regiented the workers

1
of Packrite. Each group was given the same instructions. The instructions

ti

. informed the participants that the Packrite Company produces packing machines

for vegetable and fruit canneries and dairy creameries. The workers have

.. .

become dissatisfied with their pay.and have organized into an itiformal'gro*up
t

to press their demands for higher wails. As the group is not a union, it

. ,

cannot strike,lut the workers have threatened to'slowdown and//ower their

productivity if a new contract for the next year is not reached. Ihe issue of

the wage increase would bd. negotiated by the representatives fromthe manage-
.

ment and the workers in the second phase of-the experiment:

- 7
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Each gibup received a list of profits, thex indicated the'six possible

few agreements along with the expected company profits associated with each

a

of these possible agreements. The list of profits also included

111

the

,
company's profite if ew agreement was reached and tilt workers did slow-

s-
1.0.

.

down. So that the'par icipants would have personal and tangible incentives

corresponding to the company'S profits', they were told that they could.earn

chances to n $20 in a lottery and that t e number of chances depended upon

what (if any) agreement they reached with t e other negotiators For the

participants' group (the management), the higher the wage increase, the

lower would be the company's profits and thcfewer the number of chances to

win $20 the participants would'earn for Oemeelves. With five of the possible

new agfrements, !ckrite would receive more Irofits and its representatives

more chances than if no new agreement was reached. If the new agreemeht
0111,

least advantageous to the management (an agreement at $12 a week wage increase)

was reached, the company's profits and chanCes would be equal to its outcomes

if no new agreement was made. Participants did not know the worker group's

outcomes for these six possible new agreements.

Briefing sheets that outlined five arguments supporting the management's
es

position were also given to each g'roup to help the gtroup prepare to defend

its position in the negotiations.

The instructions :Is infotmed the participant that either he or his

group member would be chosen by chance to negotiate with. the other group's
+.0d

representatilre and that the other person would observe and evaluate the

negotiator's performance: Both the observei and negotiator would receive

I.
411.

the Same number of chances depending upon what, if any, new agreement was

reached. The participant also believed that the observer would share his

4
V.
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evaluation with the bargainer in the third phase of the experiment. A ,

drawi g was arranged so that all participants were chosen to be the

(negot ator. (The confederates did not, in fact, observe nor share their

evaluations-with the participants.)
J6 4

4

The work of Blake, and Mouton (1962) and Ferguson and Kelley (1964)

indicates that the intergroup procedure used in this study would accomplish
A

the purposes of phase 1. The results of a questionnfire administered at the

edd of the prenegotiation induction period _indicate that particifihnts felt

that the issue was personally impOrtant tci them, that they were satisfied

with their group and its position, and that their position was somewhat

incompat.ible, dissimilar, and superior to the other, group's position. Data

also indicate thamhe participants were motivated to make as much money for

their group as,they could (ifidividulistic orientation) rather than .to'make

more money than the other group (competitive orientation). As expected,

an analysis of variance, yielded no significant main or interaction effects

on these inductions.

To begin the negotiation portion of the experiment (phage 2),,the

confederates exchanged rooms with one another; each confederate was

introduced to the participant as a representative from 1.1e wo'rker group.

) 4
.

_ .

The experimenter told the participant and the confederate to presient their

opening p,ktIons in about three minutes and.that they should(negotiate

freely for the rest of the eight-minute period. The experimenter explained

4
that after completing a short questionnaire they would have twelve additional

minutes in which to negotiate. The participant was directed to present

his opentn$ position first.

9 I
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At the end of their opening presentation, the confederates in all

conditions indicated that they would agree to a $10 a week increase.! They

negotiated in a way, that indicated that they were trying either to control or

to collaborate with the participants. They communicated these intentions

by completing a ciestionnaire (described below) and by the manner in which

they negotiated. In the control condition, the cipfederates told the

participant to submit to their demagds. They argued that the participants

ha8 to agree to these demands. Confederates in the collaborative condition

1. 1'

told the participant that they were not/ttying.tc force him to agree, that

an agreement should be reached that benefited both groups, and that he

should decide loF himself whether to agree or not.

After eight minutes of bargainiAg, the experimenter gave to both the'

participant and the confederate a midway evaluation that was supposedly

their. group member's evaluation of their negotiating performance. The question-
%

naire clearly indicated that the group member was evaluating the representative's

performance and not his position. Participants in the superior condition

read that their group member had checked the most favorable of seven possible

responses, "very muchltrongtr and much more capable than the other negotiator,"

and that the group member had ,itten, "I think that (name of participant) is
L 4

'doing a much better job negotiating than'the other person' He seems to be a

much stronger negotiator than the one representing the workers." Participants

in the equal condition read that their-group member had checked the fourth

most favorable response, "their performance is about equally strong and

capable," and had written, "I think (name of participdIntl is doing about

as good a job negotiating as the other person. He seems to be about as

strong a negotiator as the one representing the workers." Participants in

10
41,

ow'
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the inferior,condition read that their group metber had checked the

4

sixth most favorable response, "much weaker anti less capable than'the other

negotiator," and had written, "I think that (name of participant) is

'doing a much worse job negotiating than the other person. He seems to

be a much weaker negotiator than the other person. He .seems to.be a

much weaker negotiator than the one repreientingthe workers."

The eXperimenter.theu directed the confederate and'participant to

complete a questionnaire that asked them to indicate their primary intention

4
in the negotiations. For participants in. the control condition, the

confederate wrote, "I amitrying to pressure him to agree to my position.

want to force Min to give in to my side." For.participants in the

collaborative condition, the confederate wrote, "I am trying to'presen1

my argument and to listen to (name of participant) so that we can reach

a good agreement. I don't *ant to pressure or force him to agree to my

position, but I want us both to freely agree to a settlement that we both

can benefityirom." To the surprise of the participants, the questionnaire

was then exchanged in order; the experimenter explained, to incr#ase the

communication between them. This questionnaire procedure was adopted

because to test the hypothesis of thivetudy the participants had to believe

that the other's actual intention was to collaborate or to control. Previous

research suggests that various forms of,positive eve tions are often

suspected when persons are dependent upon each of r (M ttee & Aronson,

1974). Bargainers then may sometimes view whir collabo ative behavior

as disguising actual control intentions. This questionnaire procedure was,

thought to assure that the participants would ,belteve that the confederates'

F
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1

would believe that the confederates' overt collaborative or controlling

behavior wad Congruent.with their actual intentions.

\
Four minutes into the next session, confederates in allc9n4itions

indicated that they would agree to an $8.4 week increase. Two minutes

4

later,'confederates clearly told the participants that they would not

make any concessions below $8. After 12 minutes; the experimenter told

the participant and the confederate that the negotiatibn session was
J.

- completed and direfted them to complete a form indicating what agreemeqt

.

if any they had reached. Since the confederates
10
would only agree/to an

$8 a week increase, the participants had to be willing tt/ concede to $8
Sr

in order to reach An agreement. They were then separadd and the.pagticipant
.;

completed a questionnaire that measured t 'he effectiveness of the inductions

and measured the dependent variables of perceived cooperative relationship,

acceptance, and attraction. , A .

.
..,

,

Four female and three male undergraduate students werlitrained in an

?xtensive pilot study to induce 'she participants to-be committed to their -.

position in the first phase and to bargain with the participants in sAitandard
...,

manner in the second phase. Theconfederates were unaware of the participaWs

group member feedback condition% They were not informed Qi7( hypotheses

and an informal discussion after the experitent suggested. kitbey were mr

unaware of them. .

Results
/I

.A

Participants were given the role -0 their group's representative and

negotiated. with a bargainer who expressed an intention either to control
ti.

*

12

,

.

111".

ta
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or et collaborate with'them. Their gro member also evaluated their

44,

negotiatineperformante as more effeitive, equally as effective,. or less

effective thin the other bargainer. TNio seven-point questions were

included in the postnegotiation questionnaire to check the effectiveness
p 6

of these inductions. Participants,intheVOntrol condition (M = .1S .42)

. _
.

,
. . .

... .

indicated that they, believed that the other bargainer was trying to force
i .

%

. .

them compared to participants in the collabdraiiveecondition (M = 3.00),
. Aol. .

. ..

F(1,84) = 36.23, 2 < .01. All analysis yielded a Significant main effect

et.

.for pit;icipants' perceivisn of. their group membees feedback, ft2,84) =.

-- 205.63, 2 < .01. Follow-up tests indicate that.partiCePantsla the

.superiority feedback condition (4= 1.63), compared to participants ire 4,

.
.

. ,,..e it 4.4
.

e equality condition (M = 3.67), rated that their group member believed *. Abu 4.
T '4.,Ewere more effective than the orhe# negotiator, t(28) 1'5.90, < .01.

.. k:
t,zt

.

. PartiCipants in the equality reiedbiaft'opiied to perticipants in the*.-

.
'lb 'inferiority feedback condition (M = 6.56) rated that their group-1)144er

.considered their performance more positively, t(28) = 8.36, p < .01. It .

0
can be concluded, therefoe, that the inductions necessary to test the

111,

hypotheses were successful. '

Because several variables were measured, the.following significance

evel proceure was used. 4A..05 significance level was adopted for the

agreement variable becpuse Chit is ople major dependent'Z'able for which

* e.. mott statistica l power is arired., To reduce the posSibility of Type I

Cdtrbr. #.01 significance levewas adopted for the remaining variables of
.4

acceptance, cooperativeness, and- ttraction.
09:

According to the first hypothesis, bakgainers who negotiate with a
. ; 4 t .

bargainer who attempts to collaborate, with them, Tether than to control
. .

. . 4
$, . .

111

$ 4, 13
4.
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thei, were expected to reach an agreement. The d ata (Summarized in

Tible 1) su port this hypothesis. More.participants (47 per cent agreed).

reached an Urhement with..the collaborative bargaloAr than participants

(24 per cent agreed) with the controlling bargainer, F(1,84) 12 5.12, .2

12'

1.

.05.
1

Participants felt 'more accepted by the collaborative than by t

controlling baizeiner,1(1,84) = 27.63, p_ <..01. Participants Forcei

their relationshilkith die collaborative bargainer as more cooperative"

than did participants with the ontrolling bargainer, t(1,84) = 13.09,,JE <

.01. Participants were alsomorce attracted to the collaborative than to

'the controlling bargainer, F(1,84) = 19.17, < .01.

- .?

Insert. Table 1 about here

The second hypothesis suggests. that a representative's willingness to

reach
4

an agreement depends upon his group member's feedback when he has

a largely competitive relationship with the other bargainer. As expict

when participants negotiated with e'bargainer who intended to control t

participants (13 per cent agreed) whose group member Jold them they had

appeared less effective than he other bargainer more'often refused to

reach an agreement than did participants (47 per cent agreed) whose group
*

member informed them they appfired equally as effective, 1(28) = 2.19,

< .05.
2

Particirnts (13 per cint agreed) who confrontea the controlling

bargainer and-believed their grou member. thought their performance was

A

ed,

hem,.

0

more effective more Aftemrefused to reach an aisement than did

pacrticipants o'weie

controlling bargainer,

told that'they were equally as effective as the

1{28) = R.< .05. It is clear .frO6 the data
-

4

14 n
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th at there are no significant or nearly significant differences due to

th9 group member's feedl* when the other bargainer indicated an intent

to collabdrate. These resulitpport the second hypotipis.

Discussion

Rie" Clear i support the argument that bargaining'strategies that ..

indicate an intent to control create resistance to agreement and,escalate
. .

4

conflicts. Data on the attitAdqp,of the partici*ants towardtheother

bargainer suggest insights into the dynabics ofkhow controlling and
4

collaborative strategies result in differing bargaining outcomes.
N

.Participants indicated that they felt rejected by the controlling bargainer

andbeliavea'their relationship was largely,competitive and neptive.

These results suggest that the controlliftg bargaining strategy may have

affrbnted the social face,oftite targets by indicating that the other

"OA not accept them as competent persons. As suggested by previous

research (Tjosvold, 1974), an affront to social face can frustrate

targets, induce them to perceive their relationship as competitive, and

provoke them to refuse to lomply with the other's demand in o ;der to

reassert that they are strong and capible persons. The. collaborative

strategy, on the other han4, appeared to have conveyed acceptance of the ,

other's social fade and, therefore, gained compliance. On amore general

level, the negative attitudes toward the controlling bargainer and the

refusai to comply with his demand support a central proposition of

reactance theory (Brehm, 1966) that persons resent restrictions olitheix_

freedoms did at wa'ssert those that have beenjeoPardi4d.

These results suggest a way
'to

resolve the apparently contradictory' esom.

findfngs on threat and other "tough" strategies. Prudtt and Kimmel ()977).

,$
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, L

have argued that researchersin conflict often fall to identify the
et

background conditions, of their research methods and, as a result,' are; ,.
. 60t1 ;

-
il

1unclear asto the situations for which their findings are likely tc. Oe

. . ! ..:.a

valid all invalid. According to Pruitt and Kimmel, most of -the researdp

methods used in conflict have placed the participants in strategic' .

i
I'

. i

environments,In these enviroriMeots, bargainers focus on gaining tangible

outcome's whi/e being relatively disinterested in their irelationshiAth

the other barg6iner. Perhaps studies (e.g., Tedeschi, Sonoma, A Drown,'.

. .

1971; Mchener & Cohen, 1973) that found that its do not escalate'
.

.

conflicts placed, the participants in strategic e ironments. ,

thrtatenedookrticipants may have been relatively unconcerned about their

relationshikwith the threatener and, in particular, whether the other

ended to tontrol them. They then complied with the threat when that

appeared to increase their tangible outcomes.

Certainly' bargainers are often interested in their relationship with

.

each o ehas well as in'gaining eangible outcomes. An examination of the
.

coma= cation between the participants in Deutskh and Krauss' (1962) studye

A: 4! 1-
suggests that taW were concerned about their relationship with each other;

they al§o appeared.to have personally' resented the other's threats. The .

ods used in eh% present Study were,expectedto place the participants

in An interpersonally oriented environment4 The participants negotiated
./

'face - to-face with the other bargainer and received their group member's

/ evaluation of their performance relative to the other bargainer. Evidence
4

suggests they had strong relati9fship concerns in tha1 they developed

different attitudes and feelings toward the other depending upon his

actions. These participants were also found to resist the othe'r's intention

16
a
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to,control them. Bargainers who are in relationship oriented environments,

, compared to strategic ones, may then be more sensitive and responsive to

indications that the other intends'to control them. Research that directly

induces Interpergonal and strategic environments could clarify this

argument. .-
. 1

The approach to research on bargainiag'strategies psed in this study
,,-

compl heilirre traditiohal approach. Typically, 0 strategy has been

hypothesiz vey ispecifiedI6entions, attitudes, or expectations on

the pat-Of the ncer which are.expected in turiloto induce certain

&actions in the tar thataffect his resistance to compromising/7 Threats)

- for example, are thought'to conve intent to control that affronts the

social fate of the target which in turn increases resistance (Deutsch, 1973),

In this saudy,_Strategies were investigated that directly indicated the

. ,

fiintention

of the influencer. This approach'-to research on bargaining

trategieeappears tolhave two advantages. Since there is likely to be

less variance &left differences in how the target interprets and experiences

these strategies, research using Vis approach may 'find more consistent

effects than the more traditional approach. Second, more confidence can be

given tQ the:hypothesized'explanation of the relationship between the

'strategy and its consequent becaus e attitudeg, intentions, and

expectations.the strategy coneys to the hprget need not be assumed. As a
.

Anseqdoce, the number of reasonable alternative interpretations is

usually reduced.

The 'finding that a bargaining strategy,that conveys an attempt to

control creates resistance to compromising has considerable practical as,
. 4 40>.

well as theoretical inportance.4 Organizational climates and interpersonal

1

s



A

this Ludy support this argumedt by suggesting that bargainers who perceive
kb

their relationship with the other bargainer as competitive may be so

dete ned to appear superior ("winning") and to avoid appearing inferior

("los ng") tliat they fail to act in ways that increase their tangible,

.90
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theories often emphasize that effective influence 'attempts are those that

unilaterally control the target (Argyris & SchOn, 1974). Students,.for

example, may quickly learn/to rely on this method of influencing others

(Argyris, 1974). Respite of tbis study imply that reliance on collaborative

influence attemptsratHer than on controlling ones may contribute substantially
..

to an organization's capabilities to resolve its conflicts constructively./
A control ing bargaining strategy was,also found to increase a

representativ s respbnsiveness to his group's evaluative feedback. When

6 1

the opposin negotiator intended to control, participants who believed they

appeared in

often refu

appeared,

collator

to thei

f

''value

erior or superior to We other negotiator.signifioantly more
l

ea to reach an agreement than participants who believed they

qually as effeitive. Howeer when the other bargainer was

Live, no significant or nearly significant difference was attributable

group member's:feedback.

Th selesults give suflport toArgyrie' (1970) proposition that the

laced on comparative evalLation is heightened in closed, competitive

social milieus: According to Argyris, in open,. cooperative relationships,

Ters want 'descriptive inarmation about their behavior that can help them,

act .re effectively rather than comparative evaluations. The resuits'of

'butco

contr

110 results of this study shed sdMe.light on the )consequences of the

1 orientatil of many schools. DeCecco and chards (1974) argued

4

18
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that unilateral attempts to stop school conflicts are dysfunctional While

control attempts May suppress conflicts, these conflicts are inevitably

expressed in alternative andoften destructive ways. Results of this study

provide experimental,support for this argument by suggesting that educators

and students resent ;" cC'reaist atEtmpts to control them,.even thoilgh thisin
/

resistance may he 4cosp.y.,

41,
A

Ala

'
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Footnote,

lAs
suggested.by )1su and Veldt (1.969), the analysis of variance was

used on the dichexomous4gariable of agreement.

2
As suggested by McNemar (1962); the t test fot proportion was used

to compare two groups on the dichotomous variable4of agreement.

4

r

4



Table 1

Variable

1,*

Comparison Among Conditions on Dependent Variables

Collaborative Control .

Significant
Comparisons

Aupeiior Equal Inferior Superior Equal Inferior

Cooperation .
.

'3.13 3.93 '3.60 4.53 4.87 5.20 Co11._vs. Control**

Acceptabce 2.40 2.93 2.47 4.40 4.13 4.33 Coll. vs. Control**

Attraction to
Bargainer 2.07 1.93 2.40 2.47 3.87 3.47 Coll. vs. Control**

t

Agreement / .53 .47 .40 .13 .47 '.13 Coll. vs. Control*

*2 < .05

fos <:.pi

Agreement was scored as 1; no

acceptance, and attraction.

24'

These

O

agreement as' 0. The lower the score the greater the toopezation,

questions had 7-point scales. N = 90, 15 in each cell.
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